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Meet The Team

Welcome to our PHAB bi-monthly brochure
Dear Valued Customer, 

We are delighted to present you with our September/ October (Autumn) issue of our brochure. 
We are showcasing three fantastic NEW products ranges, our first range is Milk_Shake Integrity 
Reconstructive System, it’s a brand-new innovative reconstruction system that restores damaged 
hair without weighing it down, a wonderful opportunity to offer an extra service in house for 
clients. Our second product range is INSIGHT MAN this range is ICEA ECO BIO certified using 
organic oils and natural extracts, this range has an important role for beard grooming, offering 
cleansing, softening and nourishing properties. Finally, our exclusive cruelty free and vegan gel 
polish collections by 2AM London, containing an incredible spectrum of colours, we are thrilled 
to be stocking in store. 

We can’t believe where the summer has gone and now with AUTUMN on its way it could be time 
to dig out those jumpers, boots and hats. With the new season ahead here’s hoping you have a 
successful and busy few months in your businesses.  A HUGE THANK YOU for all your support, 
interest or custom of our independently family run business.

Kind Regards 

Jane & Jodi

Name – Simon Dando

Job Title – Customer Service Assistant

Time at PHAB – Since September 2006

Hobbies – Cooking, walking, taxi service

Words To Describe You – Bald, punctual, listener, humorous, no memory

Favourite Word/Phrase – “Going to check on my car”

Secret Skill – Able to wiggle my ears   Biggest Fear – Eating healthy food

Celebrity Crush – Micheala Strachan    

Celebrity Look-a-like – Homer Simpson

Favourite Food – Curry

Favourite Hair/Beauty Product – Mr Sheen polish

Here at PHAB we aim to provide the best customer service 
possible, with our Sales Consultants, customer placed orders 
and trade counter our daily volume of orders has increased, 
this at times presents us with a challenge of getting orders processed quickly and 
correctly, we therefore would like to ask if you could place your orders (for next 
day delivery) by no later than 4pm. This way we can guarantee your order will 
delivered by us the following day.

A polite reminder to UPS delivery customers that a £7.00 delivery fee with be applied for orders under £70.00 + VAT. 

Thank you for your continued support.
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Delivery Guaranteed

phabwholesale

phabwholesale

phab_wholesale_exeter

Follow us on 
Social Media
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2019 Education Course Dates

October
Monday 7th Milk_Shake - Blonde Brilliance - £50

Monday 14th Joseph Koniak - Style Sessions - £30

Monday 21st Andrew Smith - The Perfect Bob - £149

September
Monday 9th Milk_Shake - Convert Me  - course is complimentary 

Monday 9th Keune - Ultimate Blonde - £30

Tuesday 17th Caflon Ear Piercing + Kit - £79.95

Monday 23rd Smith+Denning - INSPIRE + MOTIVATE - £149

Monday 30th Andrew Smith - Super Balayage - £50

All prices are excluding vat

November
Monday 4th Keune - Colour Lab 3 - £30

Monday 4th Mark Gaughan - Barber - £129

Monday 11th Milk_Shake - Rescue Remedies - £100

Monday 18th Keratin Complex - £25

FULLY

BOOKED

Barbering

Colour & Theory

Hairdressing

Beauty Business

Key

For more information on courses please call 
01392 361800

 or view courses at  
www.phabwholesale.com

New courses for 2020
Monday 27th January Hannah Woodgates - Confidential Colours - £50

Monday 20th April Reuzel Advanced Barbering - £50
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Upcoming Education courses

Smith+ Denning – INSPIRE+MOTIVATE  
Overview: This day will show you the latest creative cutting and styling 
techniques and give you the skills to recreate today’s most sought-after 
styles and equally important how to translate them to your everyday 
work. This course will push your creative boundaries and take you out of 
your comfort zone showing you the latest fashion led cutting techniques. 
Designed for experience stylist looking for inspiration & motivation. Smith 
+ Denning tailor each class to the group making this course a bespoke 
learning experience. 

The course delivers: * New sectioning patterns. * Short asymmetric styles. 
* Undercuts and dis-connection. * Techniques for layering long hair and 
fringes. * Commercialising the latest fashion techniques. * Any questions 
answered 

Date: Monday 23rd September 

Duration: Full day, 10am – 4pm

Cost: £149 + VAT

Qualification: Intermediate, Advance. For stylists working in salon daily with 
at least 4 years salon experience.

Andrew Smith ‘Super Balayage’ (Look & Learn)   
Overview: A course in which Andrew empowers colourists with the 
knowledge and confidence to take their balayage skills to the next level. 
During the half-day course, delegates can sit back and be inspired by 
watching Andrew demonstrate ‘Super Balayage’ which has become his 
trademark colour technique. Andrew will educate on the techniques and 
benefits of using his bespoke ‘Super Balayage’ system to ensure when you 
go back to the salon, you can create colours that your clients immediately 
fall in love with making sure they would never dream of visiting another 
salon again.

Date: Monday 30th September   

Duration: Half day, 10am – 1pm or 2pm – 5pm

Cost: £50 + VAT

Qualification: Graduate, Intermediate, Advanced

Milk_Shake Convert Me
Overview: A theory course designed to show off the entire milk_shake 
colour range. This is to introduce Milk_shake colour into your salon, 
covering Creative, Smoothies, Pre-lightener and Direct Colour.

Goal: To expand stylists’ knowledge of the colour ranges, providing them 
with expert advice on how to achieve incredible results time after time. This 
course will highlight the main benefits of using milk_shake colour, allowing 
stylists to feel more confident working with the range in salon. 
Date: Monday 9th September 

Duration: Half day 10am – 1pm or 2pm – 5pm  

Cost: This course is complimentary 

Qualification: Suitable for Graduate, Intermediate & Advanced
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To book your course online visit our website: www.phabwholesale.com

Milk_Shake - Blonde Brilliance 
Overview: This course is for any qualified stylist with at least 1 years’ 
experience on the salon floor. Stylist will expand their knowledge 
of lifting and toning hair with new techniques and formulations. The 
morning will involve a theory and workshop session, followed by  
working on your own model in the afternoon.

Date: Monday 7th October  

Duration: Full day 10am - 4pm 

Cost: £50 + VAT

Qualification: Intermediate, Advanced

Andrew Smith – The Perfect Bob    
Overview: Bobs are widely considered the hardest cut to master with 
the graduated bob being renowned as the most difficult. Many stylists 
feel that these cuts are brushed over in training and feel that they would 
benefit from extra tips and guidance on how to create THE PERFECT 
BOB. During this course the participants will enjoy demonstrations of the 
classic one length bob and the very technical graduated bob and after 
watching them being performed they will then re-create the looks on 
model head blocks.

Date: Monday 21st October   

Duration: Full day, 10am – 4pm

Cost: £149 + VAT

Qualification: Graduate, Intermediate, Advanced

We strongly advise the use of quality head blocks for this course as it 
gives the participants the freedom to create the very shapes they  
desire without the added pressure of the client demands.

FULLY

BOOKED

Joseph Koniak - Style Sessions
Overview: Style session is an inspirational course dedicated to 
demonstration and discussions concerning the best styling techniques, 
tools and products to achieve incredible results. 

From tongs, to blowdrys to heatless styling techniques, this session 
explores how to take the effort out of styling whilst Joseph’s shares tips 
and tricks to create beautiful results on all hair types and textures. 

Date: Monday 14th October  

Duration: Half day 10am – 1pm or 2pm – 5pm  

Cost: £30 + VAT

Suitable for: Any stylist looking to be inspired whilst expanding their 
blow-drying and up-style skill-set. 

NEWCOURSE
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Keune - Colour Lab 3 
Overview: During this session we will explore the behaviour of the colour 
in detail. This enables us to better understand how to achieve perfect 
results and what factors can cause us to change our mixing ratios and 
why. 

This session is split into various parts, 40% group learning concerning 
colour behaviour, 30% practical experimentation on hair damage, tones 
and reflections, 20% problem solving and 10% group case studies. 
Date: Monday 4th November   

Duration: Full day 10am - 4pm 

Cost: £30 + VAT

What to Bring: Full Hair Kit including heated styling tools 

Qualification: Recommended for stylists that have been using Keune 
Colour for a minimum of 6 months. 

Mark Gaughan  
Overview: Following today’s fashions and treads this course will cover 
the most popular and current techniques. Skin Fades are one of the most 
popular and possibly one of the hardest to perfect. Take this classic look 
and learn how to adapt it to each client. From short to long textured 
styles and everything in between this course will help you to elevate your 
barbering and bring in more male clients. 

This course covers: Clippers, detailers, equipment selection, fades, 
tapers, head sections, beard sculpting, texturising techniques. 

Date: Monday 4th November   

Duration: Full day 10am - 4pm  

Cost: £129 + VAT

Qualification: Graduate, Intermediate, Advanced

Milk_Shake - Recue Remedies 
Overview: This course is for any qualified stylist with at least 2 years’ 
experience on the salon floor. It is designed to resolve a range of colour 
correction problems that are regularly seen within the salon. Expand your 
colour correction knowledge with milk_Shake colouring products. The 
morning will involve an in-depth theory session, followed by a hands-on 
workshop where stylist will use quadrant mannequin heads to test their 
knowledge and perfect their training. Each stylist will be given their own 
head to work on and keep. 

Date: Monday 11th November   

Duration: Full day 10am - 4pm 

Cost: £100 + vat (includes training head)

Qualification: Intermediate, Advanced

Upcoming Education courses
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To book your course online visit our website: www.phabwholesale.com

Keratin Complex 
Overview: Keratin Complex continues to develop breakthrough Keratin 
technology for superior results. Keratin Complex has developed 
new sciences that create additional revenue, increasing your stylists’ 
knowledge and skills, therefore boosting and enhancing your salon 
business. 

On this day you will learn about: Keratin Complex Smoothing Services, 
after service treatments and retail products that will increase the longevity 
of the treatment and support the service, keeping client’s hair super 
smooth and manageable. 

Date: Monday 18th November   

Duration: Half day 10am - 2pm 

Cost: £25 + VAT

Hannah Woodgates - Confidential Colours (look & learn) 
Overview: Join Hannah for her ‘sell-out’ course. Hannah will share one of 
her favourite pre-lightening processes followed by her trademark toning 
techniques and top-secret formulas. So why stop at blonde! 

You will leave feeling excited, inspired and wanting to rush back and 
make every client just that little bit more colourful.

Date: Monday 27th January 2020   

Duration: Half day 10am – 1pm or 2pm – 5pm 

Cost: £50 + VAT

Qualification: Graduate, Intermediate, Advanced

REUZEL Advanced Barbering (look & learn) 
Overview: Paul Taylor-Clinch is back from Schorem and back in Blighty 
having opened his own shop in Black Sails Barbershop in Bath. In this 
course he will be diving into some of the more Schorem aggressive 
clipper cuts. These cuts require a keen eye for detail and the class will be 
focused on the nuances of head shape and how to work most efficiently 
with your tools at hand.

Cuts Taught: Razor Faded Pompadour & Psycho Quiff

This course is designed for the barber/stylist who is very comfortable 
using a clipper and is looking to further their skill set. 

Date: Monday 20th April 2020 

Duration: Half day 10am – 1pm or 2pm – 5pm   

Cost: £50 + VAT

Qualification: Intermediate, Advanced

New courses for 2020
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Salon prices exclude VAT. RSP’s include VAT. Offers available whilst stocks last.

share the lo  e
featured promotions

September | October 2019

A BRAND-NEW SYSTEM!
THE BRAND-NEW INNOVATIVE RECONSTRUCTION SYSTEM THAT  

RESTORES DAMAGED HAIR WITHOUT WEIGHING IT DOWN. 

SALON OFFER
Integrity Reconstruction System

Integrity Rebuilder 500ml, Integrity Fibre Sealant 
500ml, Integrity Leave In 250ml, Treatment 

Nebulizer, Deep Cleansing Shampoo 300ml, 
Integrity Nourishing Conditioner 300ml, Integrity 

Intensive Treatment 200ml

Plus FREE Large Showcard (70x100), Small 
Showcard (30x37), Back Bar Chart, Information 

Catalogue, Video Download Tutorial.

  SALON COST: £90.00 
Saving £62.54

Hair is damaged when one of the structural components is missing. 

This could be Keratin, Proteins or Amino Acids. With the milk_shake® Integrity 
Reconstruction System, these components are restored to bring the hair back 
to its maximum beauty potential leaving the hair soft, shiny and healthy from the 
very first application. 

SALON OFFER

Incredible Milk Pink 150ml

Buy 12 and get 1 FREE for salon use

TOTAL COST £91.20 

Saving £7.60

Plus shelf talker FREE! 

milk_shake® will also donate £1 per bottle bought

Incredible Milk Pink 150ml SALON COST £7.60 RSP £15.19

GO PINK 2019!
milk_shake® are very proud to be supporting 

Breast Cancer Awareness once again this October! 

We are switching our iconic yellow packaging on the Incredible Milk for a 

beautiful pastel pink with white dots to raise funds for this amazing cause.  

With every bottle of limited edition milk_shake® Incredible Milk Pink  

purchased, we will donate £1.00 to charity. 

integrity
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share the lo  e
featured promotions

September | October 2019

Salon prices exclude VAT. RSP’s include VAT. Offers available whilst stocks last.

Experience voluminous, bouncy 
hair with Volume Solution! milk_
shake® Volume Solution has been 
developed to enhance the beauty 
of the hair through three actions 
– cleansing, conditioning and 
strengthening.

FEATURED PRODUCTS 
FOR OCTOBER
Volume Solution Shampoo 
300ml & Volume Solution 
Conditioner 300ml

SPECIAL OFFER

Buy 3 Volume Solution Shampoo & 
3 Volume Solution Conditioner for 

£31.95 

SAVING 30%

Plus, save on salon use!

VOLUME SOLUTION SHAMPOO 300ML

Special Retail Deal Price £10.29

Usual RSP £14.69

VOLUME SOLUTION CONDITIONER 300ML

Special Retail Deal Price £10.99

Usual RSP £15.69

Buy 1 Volume Solution Shampoo & Volume Solution  
Conditioner 1000ml for £20.35  

Saving 25%

FEATURED PRODUCTS 
FOR SEPTEMBER
Moisture Plus Shampoo 300ml 
& Moisture Plus Whipped 
Cream 200ml 

Give your hair a post-holiday 
moisture boost with Moisture Plus 
Shampoo & Whipped Cream! 
With a delicious Papaya scent, 
Moisture Plus will provide softness, 
nourishment and manageability to 
dry hair whilst protecting colour.   

SPECIAL OFFER

Buy 3 Moisture Plus Shampoo & 3 
Moisture Plus Whipped Cream for 

£33.90 

SAVING 30%

Plus, save on salon use!

MOISTURE PLUS SHAMPOO 300ML

Special Retail Deal Price £10.29 

Usual RSP £16.49 

MOISTURE PLUS WHIPPED CREAM 200ML

Special Retail Deal Price £12.29

Usual RSP £17.49

Buy 1 Moisture Plus Shampoo 1000ml & 1 Moisture Plus  
Whipped Cream 200ml for £17.10

Saving 25%

A CHRISTMAS FULL OF STARS!
It’s time to sparkle this Christmas with the all new milk_shake® duo and trio packs! 

Give the gift of milk_shake® with the limited-edition duo packs containing Colour Maintainer Shampoo & 
Conditioner or Integrity Nourishing Shampoo & Conditioner, packed in a festive box. Also available are the milk_
shake® trio sets containing Silver Shine Shampoo, Silver Shine Conditioner & Silver Shine Whipped Cream or 
Moisture Plus Shampoo, Moisture Plus Conditioner & Moisture Plus Whipped Cream, all in a handy wash bag. 

Christmas Trio Sets

Silver Shine Shampoo 300ml  

Silver Shine Conditioner 250ml 

Silver Shine Whipped Cream 200ml

Moisture Plus Shampoo 300ml 

Moisture Plus Conditioner 250ml

Moisture Plus Whipped Cream 200ml

SALON COST 

£18.95 ex. VAT

RSP £34.99 inc. VAT

SALON DEAL
3 of each Trio Set 

£113.70 ex. VAT
Saving 22%

Plus FREE Wash Bag &  

Small Showcard

Christmas Duo Sets

Colour Maintainer Shampoo 300ml

Colour Maintainer Conditioner 300ml

Integrity Nourishing Shampoo 300ml

Integrity Nourishing Conditioner 300ml

SALON COST 

£12.45 ex. VAT

RSP £22.99 inc. VAT

SALON DEAL
3 of each Duo Set 

£74.70 ex. VAT 
Saving 23%

Plus FREE Gift Box &  

Shelf Talker

Throughout September & October
Autumn Promotions
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Throughout September & October
Autumn Promotions

3 OF EACH MAN PRODUCTS

• BEARD CLEANSER 250ml 

• BEARD CLEANSER 100ml

• BEARD OIL 50ml 

• SHAVING AND BEARD OIL 50ml

• AFTERSHAVE & FACE CREAM 100ml 

• HAIR & BODY CLEANSER 250ml 

• HAIR & BODY CLEANSER 100ml

FREE MARKETING ITEMS 

• 1 BRAND BOOK

• 10 MAN BROCHURES

• 10 SHOPPERS 

+ FREE COUNTER STAND WITH SHOWCARD

£139

• 20 SHOPPERS 

• 1 BRAND BOOK 

• 20 POCKET CONSUMER BROCHURES

• 30 SACHETS  (10 OF EACH VARIETY)

• 1 POSTER

FREE MARKETING ITEMS 

+ 4 FREE BACKWASH OF YOUR CHOICE

£399
SAVE UP TO £39.96

INSIGHT MAN DEAL
The range is a fantastic addition to your salon business offering  

your clients the very best in colour and personal care for men.

 INTRO RETAIL DEAL

Insight retail whether it be haircare, treatments or styling is tailored for all types of hair, to cater to all your clients daily 

rituals of beauty and wellness. Each client will have their own identity, uniqueness, preferences, hair type: this is the 

reason why we have created for you a complete system in which you can choose right for your clients and enhance your 

business bottom line without losing sight of your primary objective; to provide the very best haircare to your clients.

www.insightprofessional.co.uk
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All prices exclude VAT and offer only available whilst stocks last.

SURF TONIC
Surf Tonic adds grit, volume and  
texture, leaving the hair with a  

matte finish.  
It can also be layered under your  

favourite Reuzel pomade for  
maximum style!

Surf Tonic Offer

5 Surf Tonic 350ml

1 Surf Tonic 350ml FREE!

1 Surf Tonic Display FREE!

Trade Cost £40.50 

SAVING £8.10 

SPRAY GROOMING TONIC
Spray Grooming Tonic is our true & 

tried original Reuzel Grooming Tonic 
formula, except we’ve added the ease of 
application by offering tonic in a handy 

spray bottle.  
Don’t say we’re not good to you! 

Spray Grooming Tonic Offer

5 Spray Grooming Tonic 350ml

1 Spray Grooming Tonic 350 FREE!

1 Spray Grooming Tonic Display FREE!

Trade Cost £48.75 

SAVING £9.75 

SURF TONIC &  
SPRAY GROOMING TONIC

HOGLECTIBLE  
‘MOHAWK’ BOBBLEHEAD

TO GET YOUR HANDS ON THIS  
LIMITED EDITION MOHAWK 

HOGLECTIBLE,  
JUST BUY THE FOLLOWING

4 Hair Tonic 350ml

4 Fiber Gel 100ml

Trade Cost £61.60

All prices exclude VAT and offer only available whilst stocks last.
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CORIOLISS OFFERS OUTSTANDING RESULTS

ELECTROCURL 

£60 
+VAT

£90 
+VAT

C3 BLOOM

This Corioliss C1 features an integrated infrared 
light built into the titanium plates. The far-infrared 
heat penetrates the hair from deep within the core 
for faster styling and healthier, shiny results plus 
detoxifying and reducing bacteria.

C1 X-SLIM
28mm, 25mm & 19mm barrel

£35 
+VAT

£55 
+VAT

C1 NST PEARL

£55 
+VAT

C1 INFRARED

BIG WAVE

£50 
+VAT

C1 CLASSIC

£55 
+VAT

C3 BLOOM

Throughout September & October
Autumn Promotions
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Throughout September & October
Autumn Promotions
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Throughout September & October
Autumn Promotions
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Throughout September & October
Autumn Promotions
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Minerva Trolley - £75

www.creweorlando.co.uk

Kensington Barber Chair - £695 Anti Fatigue Mat - £66

UV Sanitizer - £75 Medium Towel Warmer - £132

Regent Styling Unit - from £1075

Facial Steamer with Ozone - £140 Towel Rack - £49.50

Dual Towel Warmer - £165

Prince Trolley - £162

www.creweorlando.co.uk

Martinique Styling Chair - £189 Chepstow Styling Mirror - £108

Liffey Stool - £?2 Severn Stool - £?2

Oxford Styling Unit - £249

Knight Trolley - £153

Duke Trolley - £58

Cork Footrest - £63

Ask us about our furniture 
financing and leasing options
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*APPLIES TO: BAD TO THE BONE, VERY BUSY, GET OVER IT, PH15, GIRL LIKE ME, SHE WOLF, SALTY,  BOY BYE, FEELING THORNY, HEART OF STONE, SCREW IT, BLOCKED.

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER TO OCTOBER 2019. WHILST STOCKS LAST.
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Beauty Essentials



Would you like a Phab 
representative to visit you?

Simon Wade
Sales Consultant - Exeter & Devon
n 07443 114 336
E simon@phabwholesale.com

Fiona Wratten
Sales Manager & Furniture Specialist

n 07870 833 561
E fiona@phabwholesale.com
     @fionaPHAB

Jodi Parry
Education Manager
q 01392 361800
E education@phabwholesale.com

01392 361800 

orders@phabwholesale.com  

www.phabwholesale.com

www.facebook.com/phabwholesale

www.twitter.com/phabwholesale

phab_wholesale_exeter

Disclaimer: All prices exclude VAT. Prices correct at time of print. We reserve 
the right to change our product’s prices at any time without further notice.

Ikea

Check out our website
www.phabwholesale.com

Lisa Shaddick
Sales Consultant – 
Plymouth & Cornwall
n 07969 237 724
E lisa@phabwholesale.com

PHAB Wholesale 
Unit 27
Trade City 
Apple Lane 
Sowton  
Exeter 
EX2 5GL

hair | beauty | furniture | education


